
One Source. Many Modes. Endless Solutions.

Flexibility and visibility are critical in shipping. 
TRITANTM, Mode Transportation’s custom transportation 
management system, provides both in an integrated, 
end-to-end solution.

HOW DOES TRITANTM HELP MEET YOUR 
TRANSPORTATION NEEDS? 

Capacity, modal options and technology are 
important to an effective logistics program. But 
the key advantage to competitive transport today is 
information. Detailed, real-time transportation data 
— accessible when and where you need it — helps 
trim costs, reduce waste and constantly refine and 
adjust your services for peak efficiency. 

TRITANTM manages and monitors all your modes 
with a single, convenient online system. Whether 
you use truckload, less-than-truckload, intermodal 
or a combination of services, TRITAN’s integrated 
platform gives you end-to-end functionality and 
shipment status for all aspects of the transportation 
chain. 

Self-Service Customer Portal with 24/7 Web 
Visibility

Real-Time Tracking/Tracing

Automated Load Tendering and Bill of Lading 
Generation

Capacity and Carrier Performance Management

EDI, Web or HTML Communication

Dispatch Planning and Exception Reporting

Manifest and Individual Customer Invoicing and 
Auditing

Multi-Location Shipment Management

Online Order Entry and Rate Inquiry

Scenario Optimization and Routing

TRITANTM FEATURES

TRITANTM

TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM



Real-time planning with optimized single and multi-mode transportation 
solutions. 

Simplified management of specialty shipments or complex transactions. 

Advanced carrier selection based on each customer’s unique requirements 
(i.e. contracts, past performance, etc.). 

Increased shipper-customer communication. 

Improved customer service levels through real-time shipment visibility. 

TRITANTM, Mode Transportation’s proprietary, web-based transportation 
management system, was developed exclusively for Mode Transportation 
customers. This system handles full shipment execution, including creating 
shipments and loads, determining carriers, tendering and tracking loads, and 
settling invoices. TRITANTM gives you better visibility and flexibility, which will: 

TRITAN’s robust rating engine, open architecture and web-based access 
combine to provide you with the customized solution for your business – in a 
real-time environment. Mode Transportation’s customers enjoy the advantages 
provided with this winning combination. 

THE ADVANTAGES OF TRITAN™ 
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MODE TRANSPORTATION

Intermodal/
Rail

TL & LTL

KEY BENEFITS 

Shorten cycle times. 

Reduce errors through improved reliability from start to finish. 

Improve on-time pick-up and delivery. 

Reduce costs through highly synchronized and optimized transportation 
management solutions. 

Eliminate sub-optimal shipments.

 

Mode Transportation is an 
asset-light based third-party 
logistics company focused on 
delivering truck brokerage, less-
than-truckload, intermodal and 
international services.  Mode 
Transportation encompasses  a 
vast network of operation centers 
across North America to meet 
our customers’ needs.  Mode 
Transportation is headquartered 
in Dallas and is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Hub Group.


